


Good People/Bad People?



Or just people getting squashed…



“Getting alongside children and 
families, believing things can be 

different, putting solutions in people’s 
own control”

- Social Worker 



“A philosophy - not a technology”

- Robin Jackson



Mechanics

Approaches

Values
Social Justice is the point.

Honesty, trust, transparency.
Belief in people and their 

capacities.  Willingness to let 
go of control and foster it in 

others.

How you demonstrate your values 
by the conversations you have in 

people’s front rooms – and how you 
follow through on actions and 

promises.  Personal accountability 
and connection.

RAS and all that, Option 1 and Option 
2, process, planning etc...

Adapted from The Simmons Triangle © Heather Simmons
‘Not that......triangle again.....’ – Tim Keilty

“A philosophy not a technology” – Robin Jackman



Here it is, version 6 of our 
new personal budgets 
process…











“Listen deeply, search for capacities, 
seek connections, be open to yes....” 

John O’Brien



‘Dunoon you say?  Sounds 
like a classic case of 

Placementitis’



Dunoon

Whitley Bay

Carlisle









•Strong steering group
•Some cracking social workers
•No nonsense approach to 
personal budgets



Amy







Before

Developing an enhanced reputation, running out of placements and 
options, predicted ‘U’ grades, Young Offenders Institute the next 
logical step – a childhood in care and a future as a ‘care leaver’

After

Building a positive reputation, happily (sometimes precariously) at 
home, ‘C’ grades at GCSE, a new positive circle of friends, attending 
college, planning her next steps in life as a young adult. 



10 months 
on;

£120,000

£11,960

£108,040......



Four years on;

£3,000 per week x 52 x 4 = £624,000

£200 per week x 52 x 4 = £41,600

£582,400



Emma

The most complicated girl in Middlesbrough, The most 
high profile young person in Middlesbrough;

•Victim of Child Sexual Exploitation

•Placed 300 miles from Middlesbrough

•Cost of £6,500 per week

•Hated education

•Didn’t ‘engage’ in CAMHS

•Had a bad reputation



“I want you to compromise with me.  I might only be 
a 15 year old kid but I know my stuff.  I have worked 

my arse off over the last three months.”



•Volunteers for a Children’s Charity
•At home
•Going to College
•No bother...





“Listen deeply, search for capacities, 
seek connections, be open to yes....” 

John O’Brien



Search for Capacities;

•In the people and families

•In the communities they BELONG to

•Encourage people’s contribution

•Search for capacities in yourself as a worker and your 
colleagues



A parenting programme or £400 to do the banger up?
- Both might work!



.......seek connections.......

•Opportunities for friendship, love, belonging



“Communities are 

reservoirs of hospitality”

-John O’Brien



Be open to yes

-don’t take no for an answer
-Tenacity
-Create a compelling human story to 
release resources
-Point out the savings
-Can we just try this...£20 for a 
chinese?



For you to feel more able to cope?

To make the mornings easier?

To get you to school?

To get you from -10 to -8....

What are you going to do?

What would it take?



What would it take?



We can’t accommodate all these!
What might the solution be?



What have we got?

What could we do together?

What would it take to make it 
happen?

Do we all trust each other?



Focus on the really important questions...







How many of us would 
welcome....

•A parenting assessment?

•An intervention?

•A placement?



“I hate to say it, but 
each other is all 
we’ve got”

- Father John Misty



“All we need is honesty, a little humility 
and trust...”

- Bob Dylan


